H.- J. Reincke: Finnish educational handicrafts 
Historic background: Finland was a part of the Russian empire from 1809 on. According to the peace treatment in Paris Czar Alexander II helped the Finns in 1856 to get a full primary school (Folk school) in order to make betterments for the underdevelopment of the Finnish general education. The historic reason was also the gratitude of the popular Czar of Russia for getting support from Finland during the Russian war of Napoleon (Bennett, 1937, 57 -).

Founding the Finnish education system happened as a measure of the Russian Czar at the end of the 19th century, at the end of the 1950s and at the beginning of the 60s. It caused in the Finnish education policy at that time basic changes and had an impact on educational thinking and methodology  Iisalo, Taimo: The Science of Education in Finnland 1828 - 1918; Helsinki 1979, 52 - 58.

In order to find out the development of the traditional Swedish school handicrafts (slöjd) education as pedagogical versions becoming an innovation in the Reform Pedagogy, we also must understand and research the development of the Finnish educational handicrafts, which was started by a Finnish educationist Uno Cygnaeus (1810 – 1888); because Otto Salomon got his influences from Uno Cygnaeus for developing the systematic handicraft pedagogy in the beginning. The straightforward and personal change of information between Salomon and Cygnaeus had a decisive role in the development of Nääs, the Swedish ’Handicraft Centre’: 
On the basis of the mental preparatory work of Cygnaeus Otto Salomon was successful in adapting his knowledge about work education, which he had already been thinking over, and to write the concept of handicraft education on a systematic pedagogical basis. 
The development in Finland must be presented detailed because, Uno Cygnaeus was the first one who brought the best of educational thinking from the Middle of Europe, fore mostly from Fröbel, Pestalozzi and Diesterweg, to Scandinavia. In the present German scientific literature this is actually not known; Heller mentions that in the "traditional descriptions usually the ‘charming’ events are told about … that the idea of work education... - … after the tour in North Europe for 40 years returned in 1880."  Heller, Dieter: Die Entwicklung des Werkens und seiner Didaktik von 1880 bis 1914; Heilbrunn 1990, 37. This unclear remark of Heller can be scrutinized here on and with the basis of the handled literature be reformed and thought over more exactly: Uno Cygnaeus brought the German pedagogic thought to Finland and also inspired Otto Salomon in that; Sloyd in Nääs on the other hand gave influences of Reform Pedagogy for Germany, Osnabrück and Posen and Berlin, Switzerland, Great Britain and United States.


Uno Cygnaeus – Reformer of the Finnish Folk school 
Uno Cygnaeus (1810 - 1888) was a priest, who became a historic figure in the history of his own country as the reformer of the Finnish education system but became widely known also outside the country. He was famous in Scandinavia and Russia because of founding the Finnish Folk school system  (no author) Till Uno Cygnæus Minne - Festpublikation, [Uno Cygnæus zum Gedenken] Finlands allmänna Svenska Folkskollärer och Lärarinneförening, Helsingfors, 1910.. His influence in that was remarkable, and it was just Cygnaeus who created the concept of ’school sloyd‘ as the first one in Scandinavia to mean educational work in education  Kananoja, Tapani: Uno Cygnaeus - Vater der finnischen Volksschule und Slöjd; Vortrag Otto-Salomon-Symposium in Nääs 1990. In: Rolf Oberliesen: Sonnenberg Internationale Berichte, no printing year.
See Lilius, Albert: Om uppfostran till arbete, in: (no author): Till Uno Cygnæus Minne - Festpublikation, Helsingfors, 1910, 83 – 100.. 
Uno Cygnaeus  The usage to write the name differs in the literature: (Cygnæus, Cygnäeus, Cygnaeus); in the following Cygnaeus is used exept in references. was born in Hämeenlinna town in 1810. He belonged to an old Finnish family of priests, the forefather being an evangelic-Lutheran priest Johannes Martin (died in 1721) in Kristiina town. The name “Cygnæus” is translation in latin from the maiden name of the mother, Birgitta Svahn (lat. cygnus = swan; Swedish = svan). From this on the family and the following generations used the name Cygnaeus  See Nordisk Familjebok, 3. print, Stockholm, 1931, 239.. 

Uno Cygnaeus studied after the school fore mostly theology in Turku and continued studies in 1835 in Helsinki in the university, which was moved there (after Turku was burnt), and ended the studies in 1836. One year later he was promoted in Helsinki university as Master of Theology.  Salomon, Otto: Uno Cygnaeus. In: Slöjdundervisningsblad från Nääs, (Zt.), No.: 1(33), (4/2) Nääs, 1888. After working some time as a priest in Vybourg he started work for the Russian-Swedish Company of Commerce, and was a priest on Sitka island in Alaska from 1839 to 1845  Sitka island belongs to the Alexander archipelago, which is in the south-western part of the Pacific at the coast of British Columbia. The archipelago belonged to Alaska. Finland like Alaska was at the time parts of the Russian empire.. 
"Cygnaeus lived in St. Petersburg in 1846-58 and worked as the principal of the Finnish school in town. In 1858, however, happened something, which made him to publish a plan for education, which he had thought over already for a longer time. When Czar Alexander the II visited Finland and found out that in Finland there was a need for appropriate elementary education, he founded a committee to write a plan for that."  Salomon, Otto: Life of Uno Cygnaeus. In: Hand & Eye (Zt.) Vol.3/1895 (May 1895), 239. 
This matter is scrutinized more in the following. 

After returning from Alaska Uno Cygnaeus worked from 1846 as a priest and teacher in the Swedish-Finnish community in St. Petersburg. It can be assumed that when living in St. Petersburg he learned to know the local teacher seminary (see Arthur MacArthur in.: Sloyd und die Russische Ausbildungsmethode). Cygnaeus influenced the education policy of his own country the first time in 1847 when he published an opinion concerning the Finnish education policy. He criticized the religious policy of education of the simple rural people and presented at the same time a new concept for Folk School, which was in harmony with the pedagogic ideas of the time. His paper was taken quite seriously in Finland, because it consisted of a cultural emancipation from the Swedish manning and cultural guardianship for hundreds of years.

As a teacher in St. Petersburg Uno Cygnaeus became acquainted with the practical education problems and drafted the educational development program for Finland. That also consisted of education for work:
"The aim of the Folk school, which must be considered as the general basic school, is: by balanced nurturing of the powers of mind and body to develop the growing generation to fear of God, understanding and useful people for the society; ... also with general dexterity, ... especially as the greatest benefit for the labour class." (Cygnaeus according to Lönnbeck; 1890, 98). Fore mostly the teachers were to be trained now in this concept of the basic school, because there was no teacher training in the country before. 
The becoming education, the contents of which was limited in writing, arithmetic and  catechism, had until that time in Finland been taken care of by the church clerk, who served the diocese chapter. (Lönnbeck, 1890, 44)  Lönnbeck used here an old expression  "klockarena" instead of the new form of the word,  "klockare".. "Porvoo diocese chapter orders, that the church clerks are obliged whole the year take care of teaching children’s concept development and also arithmetic and reading " (Lönnbeck, 1890, 44). 

Lönnbeck states about the thoughts of the diocese that the chapter schools for writing and religious education were meaningful in order to educate the servants of the church in their own seminary: "The diocese proposed that every diocese town should have a seminary in order to prepare clerks for their work." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 44). However, Cygnaeus, even if he was a priest and theologian himself, opposed that kind of folk education, which was limited and controlled by the church: "The idea of Cygnaeus about education had a totally different point of view." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 45). In his writing `Strödda tankar om den allmänna folkskolan i Finland’ (‘Scattered thoughts about the general Folk school in Finland’)  Cygnaeus, Uno: Strödda tankar om den allmänna folkskolan i Finland, St. Petersburg,
15. Sept. 1857, in: Gustaf Lönnbeck: Uno Cygnæus... , 1890, 45 - 51
See: Otto Salomon : Life of Uno Cygnaeus. In: Hand & Eye. Vol.3/1895 (May '95), 240 -: "Suggestions concerning the proposed system of Primary Education in Finland", which title Cygnaeus gave for his writing, he strongly opposed the diocese; in the text he published his opinion that education for activity should be epochal for the development of the civilisation of the people (Lönnbeck, 1890, 45). The ‘Scattered thoughts…’ were a sharp stand, which had the following main demands for reforms:
The teacher seminars must above all realize: 
-	Illustrativeness as the educational basis instead of abstractivity.
-	Women and men must be trained in the same way to be teachers.
-	Gymnastics and training the body (physical education) should be tasks of the school.
-	Education must happen in the Finnish language.
-	The social privileges of the higher classes should be removed.
(Lönnbeck, 1890, 45 - 51)
Handicraft education or education for work is not presented in this context. After the return of Cygnaeus in 1859 from his study tour to Middle Europe he integrated handicraft (Slöjd) as education for work in the concepts above – a thought, the essential basic features of which Otto Salomon later on (1877) adapted and developed further  Otto Salomon: Blad till Minne af Uno Cygnaeus, here part of it: Cygnaeus och den pedaogiska slöjd-undervisningen. In: Slöjdundervisningsblad No.: 1(33), (4/2) Nääs, 1888.. 
The influence of Pestalozzi and Fröbel on Cygnaeus
From 1858 up to 1859 Cygnaeus travelled in Middle Europe in order to study the Folk school systems in different countries. The tour took him via Stockholm, Gothenburg and Copenhagen to Lybeck, Hambourg, Bremen, Leipzig, Dresden, Halle, Berlin, Weissenfels, Austria and Switzerland   Lönnbeck, Gustaf F.: Uno Cygnaeus - Finska Folkskolans Fader, Helsingfors, 1890, 57..

In Bremen Cygnaeus became acquainted with the methodology of Diesterweg: "Cygnaeus made his tour to Bremen in order to meet director A. Lüben, who was one of three best known experts in education methodology in Germany and the closest person to Diesterweg at that time, maybe the most famous name amongst the German Folk school educationists." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 58). 

Director August Lüben made Cygnaeus acquainted with the seminary, which he had founded in 1858  August Lüben was a student and trustee of Adolph Diesterweg; Lüben was the director of the diesterwegian and pestalozzian teacher seminar in Bremen.
 See: Pilarczyk, U.: Jubelfeiern und Lobgesänge in Wilhelminischer Zeit – Diesterweg   und seine Jünger; Katalog zur Ausstellung zum 200. Geburtstag. Weinheim, 1990, 396 - .. Cygnaeus was interested in the Diesterwegian methodology used and the learning results of the seminary: "...Cygnæus found out that teaching in the seminary was very advanced. ‘Without seeing that kind of an institution,’ he says in one of the travelling reports, ’you can hardly understand that electrifying talent, which one man van give for 50 - 60 youngsters. Hearing that in the normal school, seeing its life, that observation, that order in the classrooms, is totally amazing." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 58).

Cygnaeus was astonished, when he saw 50 – 60 students organized in handicraft education and, however, the order could be maintained in the classroom. Later on during the tour Cygnaeus met Diesterweg in Berlin. However, he had already made research on his writings beforehand and these had influenced him deeply: "A special joy for Cygnæus was to get to meet in Berlin the most famous educationist in Germany at that time, the fearless representative of the liberal Pestalozzian A. Diesterweg, whose writinigs he had already earlier studied and got strong inluences from them." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 60) At the same time Cygnaeus became also acquainted with Stiehl's methodology in Berlin  See chapter Die Stiehl'sche Regulative further : "During the Cygnaeus’ tour to Germany the main education idea was "time of regulatves”(Lönnbeck, 1890, 61). Lönnbeck agreed with Cygnaeus about the ”reactionary" Preussian teaching guidance See Stiehl, Ferdinand: Die drei preußischen Regulative vom 1., 2. und 3. Oktober 1854; Berlin, 1854
See Stiehl, F.: Die Weiterentwicklung der drei preußischen Regulative; Berlin, 1861
See Stiehl, F.: Meine Stellung zu den preußischen Regulativen; Berlin, 1872, the protestant theologian and Preussian minister counsellor Ferdinand Stiehl: "The regulatives were the new orders for the seminaries and Folk schools given from the reactionary Preussian authorities in 1854." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 61). 

In his travelling documents, which were published in September in ’Litteraturbladet’ (‘Literature magazin’) in 1859, Cygnaeus commented the Preussian teaching methodology: "...had heard this kind of stone hard dogmatic and polemic theology done not only with the students in the seminaries but also with the twelve years old school children.” (Cygnaeus according to Lönnbeck, 1890, 61).

Cygnaeus wrote the final report about his study tour (1860) and about his recommendations for reforms (1861) for the Russian Cszar, who gave the recommendations and orders according to those. The ideas of the new, epochal Folk school Uno Cygnaeus adapted from the thoughts of Fröbel, Pestalozzi and Diesterweg. Cygnaeus’ recommendations are scrutinized more closely in the following, because from here the conceptual basics for work education, which served Otto Salomon as the mental tool can be found.


Cygnaeus, folk school and handicrafts education
In 1861 Cygnaeus had written his concepts about the Finnish basic education; in 1863 he followed his calling to found and organize the Finnish school system. In Jyväskylä he founded the teacher training seminary and worked the first years as the director there. In 1869 the office responsible for education was founded in Helsinki, The National Board of Education, and Cygnaeus became its director (Taimo Iisalo, 1978, 54; Tapani Kananoja in: Rolf Oberliesen et.al., 125 - 141). Cygnaeus published his basic pedagogical thoughts in two books: "Proposal for the nature of the Finnish folk school" (1861)  Cygnaeus, Uno: Förslag rörande Folkskolväsedet i Finnland, 1861; references from Iisalo, T.: Uno Cygnaeus and the pedagogy of the elementary schools; chapter 2.6, 1979. and "Reply to the orders and proposals of the research committee" (1862)  References here are from Tapani Kananoja, Taimo Iisalo, Charles Bennet and Gustaf Lönnbeck. Because of language problems it was not, unfortunately, possible for the author to use the original Finnish and Russian literature.. 

In the following shortly the thoughts of education and schooling of Uno Cygnaeus  Salomon, Otto: Cygnaeus och den pedagogiska slöjdundervisningen. In: Slöjdundervisnings-blad No.: 1(33), (4/2) Nääs, 1888.: 
-	Schools and teacher training should form an entity.
-	Discrimination on gender must be ended.
-	Educating pupils and teachers together (independently from the gender) was self-evident.
-	Independent scientific work was declared to be the aim of teacher training.
-	Handicraft education was to be given in Folk schools and in teacher training. 
Cygnaeus justified his understanding of education with the Diesterwegian interpretation and application of Pestalozzi (see also Slöjdundervisningsblad 4/2, Nääs 1888). The basic prerequisite for the new kind of school system for Cygnaeus was teacher training; ad hoc he also developed the concept of teacher seminary:
 "...further training institution, with the aim of not only to familiarise the students with independent studies so that they afterwards can continue studies on their own, but also to bring them a clear view about these disciplines, which can be considered as important for the common people, ... and added to that a skill to mediate in a simple, clear and popular way in the folk school the results of Science, which are useful in practical life." (Cygnaeus according to Lönnbeck, 1890, 102  Cygnaeus used here a new Swedish concept "lärarinna" – a new expression at that time like also the name of the new phenomenon ’vocational training for women’.) 
The whole school system covers not only training the pupils for independent studies but also that they can continue studies independently, in order get a clear general view about the scientific disciplines themselves; the rural population can so get the most important knowledge, which must be mediated in the Folk school clearly and popularly but scientifically and illustratively; the practical, living and useful results had to be mediated... This model had also the seminaries to follow (The Nordic seminaries), where respectively the female and male students would be trained (Lönnbeck, 1890, 102). Here must handicrafts be integrated as an educational school subject, which already after Cygnaeus had an open  road to the civilized world: ”The thought developed and realized by Cygnæus is spread all over the civilized world adopting handicrafts in education in pedagogical meaning and as an equal school subject to other subjects." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 103; bold text in the original). Pedagogical aim and benefit of this kind of work education could be "general dexterity" (Lönnbeck, 1890, 103). Lönnbeck quotes the information given by Cygnaeus on his study tour in 1859: "I have already for 17 years had the conviction, that practical handicrafts must belong to the Folk school as an essential education tool, but always I had an opinion, that mechanical type of work only cannot satisfy that need." (Cygnaeus according to Lönnbeck, 1890, 104): “The thought was, however, not to learn technical skills for immediate professional use, even if Cygnaeus did not totally exclude this possibility. He thought, ... that most important for children was to get certain general skills, which matched with simple mathematics and scientific knowledge. This he regarded as a road to more intellectual work. So a school subject had always also a 'formally' educative function, and on the other hand Cygnaeus talks about 'pedagogical handicrafts’." (Iisalo: 1979, 55).
According to Pestalozzi the human nature covered not only knowing and thinking but also skills and handling, which also need combining the important knowledge and power: "That is why also the skills must be developed, and not less that the knowledge skills." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 105).

Lönnbeck sees in Cygnaeus basis of this Pestalozzian thought connected to Fröbel: "The dea of handicrafts of Cygnæus was clearly formed by reading Pestalozzi, but, however, to realizing it he was mainly led by the model of Fröbel." (Lönnbeck, 1890, 105). Cygnaeus complains the essential absence of the demanding concept between general dexterity and skill of pedagogical handicrafts: Up to present time there has been no practical connected experience about this area; unfortunately the written concepts, as loud as they seem to be, remain as paper: "No one, who does not really know this method, or not only in theory but in practice and as results from the practice, cannot more doubt, that just that will bring about a global reform in education of children in general and influence with blessing especially the children of the workers’ class." (Cygnaeus according to Lönnbeck, 1890, 106; bold text original).

Added to that above Cygnaeus saw in Fröbel’s organised and intentional play a great educational impact, where he aimed at the harmonious development of the mental and physical powers of the child (Iisalo, 1979, 55) and he demanded also introduction to developmental physical exercises in the school, which he considered necessary. Iisalo quotes further the guidance of Cygnaeus, which also mention play, gymnastics, sport, hygiene and connection to popular water therapy. 

Cygnaeus did not regard the school only as a mediator of external knowledge  In the original text: " ... imparting of information"; Iisalo, 1979, 56. for the knowledge itself. Knowledge  In the original text: "information" . served the ethical aims; according to Pestalozzi Cygnaeus represented the opinion, that knowledge as such was not oriented ethically only to one person. That is why the school should take care of this, change knowledge mediated by human being to be a living conviction. Knowledge would get its meaning only when the pupils will govern it independently; and this will happen, when the learner can apply knowledge successfully in his/her skills. Here Cygnaeus applied the thoughts of Pestalozzi and Fröbel in his own educational ideas, according to which the connection of play, work and learning at its best meets the education process equal to the models (freely according to Taimo Iisalo, 1979, 56 - ).

Charles Bennett (Chapter "Sloyd in the Normal School established by Cygnaeus", 1937, 58 - 61) interpretes the opinions of Cygnaeus further, as Iisalo writes: "...I got ideas, that we are not guided in our school only according to the spirit of Fröbel, but such handicraft work and excercises should be organised also for older pupils. They develop their dexterity, aesthetic sense of form, and so we help the youngsters to develop general practical competence, which is useful in the daily life: Work of carpenter, wood turner, basket maker, etc. However, none of these should be done vocationally, it must happen strictly only according to pedagogic aims." (Bennett, 1937, 60 - ).

According to the idea of Cygnaeus handicrafts in the Folk school should lead to the future practical skills; this functional aim of handicrafts should be an integrated part of school education. Bennett clarifies the view of Cygnaeus: "School handicrafts should not be realized too artistic and not purely mechanically; there must always be the pedagogic aim in mind; the development of the eye, form and haptic feeling; consideration of general hand skills and none possible special skills: Even more I have a strict view that the basic handicrafts education in the basic school as general education, where this subject has its position like the other subjects, should be taught by the same teacher, so that handicrafts would not be twisted only as an ornament." (According to Bennett, 1937, 59 - ).

Bennett quotes the ideas of Cygnaeus thoroughly when revealing the basics of pedagogic further development by the Swede Otto Salomon: "When the male students have reached the needed readiness of handling the tools of carpenter and wood turner when making the general household things and agricultural tools (skythe handle, rakes, sleds, tables, etc.), finally these skills should be used producing such artefacts, which need more consideration: Simple geometric and physical equipment like triangle ruler, compass, pulley, pumps, models for agricultural tools, etc." (Bennett, 1937, 59 - ).

The proposals and ideas of Uno Cygnaeus for the development of the Finnish education system were given by the order of Czar Aleksander II, the Finnish Grand Duke at that time; Kananoja translates the first paragraph as follows  Kananoja, Tapani: Uno Cygnaeus - Vater der finnischen Volksschule und seine Ideen zur Slöjd-Pädagogik; in: Rolf Oberliesen u.a. Sonnenberg Internationale Berichte zur Geschichte von Arbeit und Technik im Unterricht, Braunschweig, no printing year [1993], 130.:
"The merciful statement of His Czaristic Majesty concerning the measures for organizing the Folk School system in Finland, given in Helsinki, 17th of March 1863 and will be read in the church pulpit, states the following: “... - "As long as the Seminary will be located in town (Jyväskylä), the essential agricultural work cannot be done. However, the male students have to excercise technical skills of the hand and female students the female handicrafts and household activities, and all student gardening." (Chapter 10 of the decree, in: Kananoja, 135).
Further Kananoja quotes decree No. 12 "in the collection of the decrees in the Grand Duchy of Finland in 1866”: "We Alexander II, the Czar and the Monarch of the whole Russia, Absolute Ruler, Cszar of Poland and Grand Duke of Finland, etc., etc., are stating in Gods Mercy: When Our Senate in Finland has most obediently done a proposition to found the folk school system in the Grand Duchy, We have most mercifully stated: (the quoted decree repeats the already handled decree and gives in the chapter concerning the "School subjects" the following: "... the girls have to excercise female handicrafts and the boys dexterity and boys’ handicrafts...."  The terminology in the decree, which Kananoja quotes from chapter 12, is not uniform:  For example "...boys’ handicrafts education..."; according to the translation of the Czaristic decree by Kananoja, the decree in 1866, chapter 12, will aim at "...(demand in technical handicrafts: To exercise general dexterity and skilfulness in some handicrafts best applicable to the people", and further: "... technical skills in work of a carpenter and wood turner and in use of blacksmith’s tools and making the agricultural equipment, especially these, the construction of which needs more consideration...".

From 1884 to 1886 Cygnaeus was the chairman of a Committee, which had to write the curriculum for school handicrafts. The recommendations of this Committee mentioned in the catalogue of handicrafts "woodwork, brush making, spoon-, weaving-, bark-, cardboard-, wire- and sheet work ". This Committee report wrote for the first time model series of 70 artefacts, out of which 55 were woodwork and 56 were tools. ‘Here the first practical possibilities were created for boys to get organized handicrafts education in the Finnish schools" (Kananoja, 134 -). 

Realization of the didactic and methodical concepts did not yet succeed in Finland at that time. Even if Cygnaeus emphasized that handicrafts just like the physical and mental powers of children must be reinforced together (see Kananoja, 125 -), at that time there was no systematic or usable concept for education for work according to the literature of the time. 

Cygnaeus was regarded in his lifetime in Finland as an acknowledged and honoured educationist; his education ideas were, however, debated and some Finns of the time regarded him as an utmost radical reformer (Iisalo, 1979, 53). Iisalo leads the idealistic educational idea of Cygnaeus from his long stay abroad, which gave a distance from the Finnish conditions: "He had an idealistic nature and his stay abroad had made him some kind of a stranger in the Finnish conditions." (Iisalo, 1979, 53). This evaluation does not diminish the value of Cygnaeus and his services for the Finnish school system, which emansipation was his and which he enriched: Appreciation of Cygnaeus is seen for example among other things in the honorary title given to him already during his life time, "The Father of the Finnish Folk School"  Lönnbeck, Gunnar F.: Uno Cygnaeus - Finska Folkskolan Fader; Helsinki, 1890; references from Iisalo, 60. (Kananoja, 1; Iisalo, 52). The international esteem of Cygnaeus is also emphasized by the Honorary Doctorate, which was given to him by the Swedish Uppsala University in the jubilee year 1877 together with Henrik Ibsen, the Norwegian novelist  Geijer, Reinhold (Ed.): Upsala Universitet 1872 - 1897, Festskrift med anledning af Konung Oscar II:s Tjugofemårs Regeringsjubileum, Stockholm, 1897, 264.. Otto Salomon sees in him clearly the founder of the Finnish Folk School system: "Finland owes gratitude for the school system to its founder, Uno Cygnaeus."  Salomon, Otto: Slöjdskolan och Folkskolan; Gothenburg 1882; translation published in Second Report of the Royal Commissioners on Technical Instruction, London, 1884.
Uno Cygnaeus and Otto Salomon
In 1877 Otto Salomon travelled to meet Uno Cygnaeus in order to find out the development of school handicrafts in Finland, because there was already experience of it for several years. From Cygnaeus Salomon got the idea that handicraft was to be done on a pedagogic basis instead of for example to try to get economic profit by selling the handicraft products. Here Salomon found that handicraft could be attached without difficulties in the curriculum of general education. 

"In 1877 Otto Salomon visited Finland and met there Cygnaeus, the creator of the folk school system in the country. From Cygnaeus Salomon got the idea that handicraft should be a part of basic education, and it should be organized more on a pedagogic than economic basis. Cygnaeus wanted handicraft teacher to be the (trained) teacher of the school. He had begun to realize his plans by teaching teachers in the Normal school in handicrafts but had not yet fully developed his system for the Folk schools." (Bennett, 1937, 64; see also Lönnbeck, 1890, 111; Otto Salomon: Uno Cygnaeus, in: Slöjdundervisningsblad 4/2 1888).

In the fifth anniversary festivities for crowning the King Oscar II in 1877 Uppsala university gave the title of Honorary Doctor among others to Henrik Ibsen and Uno Cygnaeus: "…and in 1877 celebration 36 doctors were promoted ...  whose scientific literal and civic assets the faculty wants to namely: ... the Finnish Chief Inspector Uno Cygnaeus." (Geijer, 1897, 264). August Abrahamson, the sponsor of Nääs, had already before become a close friend with Oscar II; so one can assume, that Abrahamson in 1877 celebrations knew Uno Cygnaeus and so made the contact between his niece Otto Salomon and Cygnaeus.

At the same time when 28 years old Salomon, who still was inexperienced in skills of education and teaching, tried in 1877 to find out the 66 years old Cygnaeus in Helsinki, were the Finnish education ideas in leading position in the discussion Iisalo, Taimo: Uno Cygnaeus and the pedagogy of the elementary schools; Chapter 2.6, 1979, Iisalo, 52 - . . For Otto Salomon, who at that time might not be expert in pedagogy, the meeting with the Nestor of the Finnish pedagogy of handicrafts and folk school was a source of inspiration and knowledge.  

We leave now discussion of the development in Finland. On the quoted references it was  only said that the relations with Cygnaeus and his main ideas inspired Otto Salomon to develop systematically the Swedish home slöjd –tradition and find out  pedagogically new to be applied in the folk school. 



